Wash Instructions

Screen Printed apparel

FIRST TIME WASHING
Is this your first time washing? That’s kinda gross. Actually, we’re talking about the first time you’re
washing your brand new t-shirt. Here’s how to keep it fresh and not mess up your other clothes:
1. Turn it inside out (unless you wore it that way, weirdo).
2. Wash it by itself in cold water, or with other things you don’t care about (like those holiday socks)
3. Take it out of the wash soon after it’s done. Dry on low heat, hang, or tumble.
After you wash it this way once, go ahead and do whatever you want. It’s a free country.

100% cotton
Wash in a washing machine, or by hand if you
live in a van down by the river. To make the print
last longest, wash in cold and tumble or hang
dry. If you’re late for work and need the dryer,
just use the lowest heat possible.
NEVER IRON OVER THE PRINT! It will
get sticky and you will say bad words.

CAreful!
not on the print!

Brrr!

Alright, jeez. If you really need to
iron over the print, put a piece of
parchment paper over it first.

50/50 (blends)
A washing machine is fine. Cold water is always
best. Tumble or low temp dry. Did we mention
you should never iron the print?
NEVER IRON THE PRINT! IRON ON LOW
OR SYNTHETIC SETTING.
Wait. You iron your t-shirts? Well... ok. You do you.
A very special note about stretchiness:
The art is stretchy, but it’s not that stretchy. If
you push it to the limit, it will crack or separate,
and you can kiss it goodbye. Mwah!

CAREFUL!

Brrr!
Did you totally mess
up a perfectly good
garment? That’s okay.
You can get a new
one here:

LOW, AMIGO.
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